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Generalizing knowledge about physical movement often requires significant amounts of data 
capture. Despite the large effort to collect and process activity examples, these systems can still 
fail to classify movements due to many reasons. Our system, called GestureNet, uses a very small 
dataset of activity templates to get useful query results for a generalized set of movements. Thus, 
many more movement profiles can be generated for activity recognition systems and gesture 
synthesis algorithms.  

We demonstrate a system that is able to support a larger set of computer animations based on a 
small set of base animations. A user can input any motion word recognized by GestureNet, and the 
system will respond with the closest animation match. GestureNet will also describe the degree to 
which the new activity is similar to the template profiles. One example is if the user inputs 
“baseball,” the system will show the animation for Run. The commonsense database associates 
baseball with jogging, which is a type of running. Although the example gesture matrix is small, we 
demonstrate that our techniques can extend the system to describe variations of these activities 
(e.g. sitting and squatting) which are not currently represented. We can expect that this solution 
will be useful in application domains where sensor data capture and activity profiles are costly to 
acquire (e.g. activity classification, animations and visualisations).  
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Figure 1: Some typical activities jump, run, walk and 
stand classified by motion studies
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3. THEORY AND METHOD 

Figure 2: The Gesture matrix 

4. APPLICATION 
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Figure 3: System design 
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4.1 Interface walkthrough 

Figure 4: GestureNet interface at start up. The user can 
click on the different activity template see the animation 

4.2 GestureNet details 

et al.

Figure 5: The results of entering "climb" shows that it is 
most like walk, particularly in movement, speed and 

amplitude of leg movement. Climb is unlike walking in its 
use of the hands (text for “Uses Hands” is lighter)
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Table 1: Properties used to extract information in
ConceptNet 

Filter Axes Blend Axes Activity 
Templates

5. DISCUSSION 

Figure 6: Baseball is close to running. In baseball 
however, the hands have more activation that in jogging 
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Figure 7: GestureNet query results for jogging 

Figure 8: Of the four templates, sit is most closely 
related to stand due to the lower activation of the 

similarity blended vectors. Thus, the animation will show 
the standing, non-moving character when “sit” is entered

6. CONCLUSIONS 
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